Abstract. In this paper, we investigate the maximally parallel attribute of P Systems. Some properties of P Systems are abstracted, which are the filter property and the enumeration property. They are applied to solve the sorting problem and the Hamilton cycle problem, respectively.
Introduction
Membrane Computing is a bio-inspired branch of Natural computing introduced by Gh.Pȃun in [1] , abstracting computing models from the structure and functioning of living cells and from the organization of tissues or other higher order structure. The devices of this model are called P Systems. The basic ingredient of P Systems is the hierarchical membrane structure, in which lots of membranes are embedded hierarchically (See Fig.1 ). Each membrane forms a compartment, where multisets and evolution rules are placed. The multisets evolved step by step following the corresponding evolution rules in the same compartment. The evolution implementation stop until no rules can be used and we call that time point P Systems' halting. As a consequence, those evolution sequences are considered as computation of P Systems, while the multisets presented in the output membrane are considered as the computation result.
In this paper, we mainly investigate the maximally parallel attribute of P Systems. Generally speaking, this attribute has two-fold meanings-Rules maximally parallel and Compartments maximally parallel. The rules maximally parallel refers to that any applicable rules must be used to corresponding multisets during one-step implementation of P Systems; While the compartments maximally parallel refers to that the compartments are not mutually influenced by each other during the evolution of P Systems-namely, they all evolved singlehanded. We will show two properties of this attribute, and use these two properties to solve two corresponding problems respectively. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we give some general prerequisite to help you have a better preparation to read this paper. While in section 3 and 4, we present the two properties and show how they serve to solve the two corresponding problems. In section 5, we make some discussion to this attribute of P Systems and suggest it be advanced. In the end, we make a conclusion in section 6. 
Some General Prerequisite
Rewriting P System (Reference [1] ): A rewriting P System of degree n, n ≥ 1, is a construct
where: 1) V is an alphabet; its elements are called objects; 2) M is a membrane structure of degree n, with the membranes and the regions labelled in a one-to-one manner with elements in a given set A; 3) W i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are finite languages over V * representing multisets over V associated with the regions 1, 2, ..., n of M ; 4) R i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are finite sets of context-free evolution rules of the form X → v(tar), with X ∈ V , v ∈ V * , tar ∈ { hear,out } ∪ { in j | 1 ≤ j ≤ n}, over V associated with the regions 1, 2, ..., n of M ; P i is a partial order relation over R i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, specifying a priority relation among rules of R i δ is a special symbol not in V . The length of u is called the radius of the rule u → v. 5) i 0 is a number between 1 and n which specifies the output membrane of Π.
In this paper, we will use rewriting P Systems (reference [1] ) to solve some hard problems and analyze its attribute.
Sorting Problem: Sorting Problem is a very common computing problem that is generally known by most of computer science researchers. I present it in this place for the purpose of emphasizing its time complexity. As we should know, the input of sorting problem is a linear list as the form < A 1 , A 2 , ..., A n >, while the output of it is an ordered list also as the form < B 1 , B 2 , ..., B n > after some transform steps implemented on the input. There existed a large number of sort algorithm about how to solve this problem such as quick-sort, bubble-sort and so on. However, these algorithms are all based on comparison, which also had a lower-bound time complexity O(nlogn) (reference [13] ).
Hamiltonian Cycle Problem: This problem can be described as follow: Given a graph G, decide if there is a Hamiltonian Cycle. (A Hamiltonian cycle is a cycle which visits every vertex exactly once and returns to the start point). This problem is a NP-Completeness problem. For one side, it is in NP; for another side, it is polynomial reducible from SAT problem (which is proved as the first NP-Hard problem)(reference [2] ).
Time complexity in P Systems: As to the Turing Machine theory, the running time is defined as follows (reference [2] ):
* → {0, 1} * and let T : N → N be some functions. We say that a TM M computes function f if for every x∈{0, 1}
* , if M is initialized to the start configuration on input x, then it halts with f (x) written on its output tape. We say M computes f in T (n)-time if for all n and all inputs x of size n, the running time of M on that input is at most T(n).
As we can see, common time complexity lies on the steps implemented by Turing Machine. In this paper, we give a presumption that Time Complexity in P Systems based on the maximally parallel steps implemented by membranes in P Systems. We give this presumption for the reason that one maximally parallel implementation step is inseparable and the running time of each this step is always the same (Reference [1] ).
Filter Property
We summarize a filter property from this maximally parallel attribute of P Systems. This property can be explained as that data could be filtered by using maximally parallel to accomplish some corresponding work.
Property 1(Filter Property): The maximally parallel implementation in P System can be regarded as a filter, used to filter computing data automatically and in parallel.
The meaning of this property is that a bind of data go through the filter, filtering different kinds of data at a time. This process is in parallel and it is likely to our daily filtering staff. We will use this property to solve the sorting problem quickly, with a best condition of time complexity O(n)(See Fig.2 ). , out) , that is, to make the object A jnamely, object which has the smallest number-disappear in one-step maximally implementation. Apparently, after n − 1 steps of these kinds of implementation, all left n − 1 number will be filtered out, the sorting list would be sorted.
Begin with the initial multisets in
The 2 , out) could be satisfied. These rules in membrane 1 is not difficult to understand since they are used to transit the smallest number sent out from membrane 2 into membrane 3 step by step. After n steps' implementation, membrane 3 will get the computing result as the form D
.., h n > represents the sorted list.
Efficiency analysis and some improvement
In section 2 we have made a presumption that the performance of P System mainly lies on the maximally parallel implementation steps it had processed in one computation. Therefore, we analyze this P System's performance by counting the maximally parallel implementation steps.
When the best input condition-that is, list with ascending sort-is presented, we can see that membrane 2 only need to run n steps of maximally parallel implementation because the cycle rules never fire in the running process; besides, membrane 1 also run n steps of maximally parallel implementations. Therefore, totally 2n steps of maximally parallel implementations have been fired, thereby the time complexity is Ω(n) exactly.
When the worst input condition-that is, list with descending sort-is presented, the cycle rules should be used. In membrane 2, besides the n steps filter maximally parallel implementation, i − 1 number of extra steps should be added in the ith filter step, that is, 1 + 2 + 3 + ... + (n − 1) = (n − 1)(n − 2)/2 extra steps. Apparently, the time complexity is O(n 2 ) exactly. As we know, the lower-bound time complexity of sort algorithms based on comparison is O(nlogn). Thus, we are interested in whether the average running steps of this P System could be decreased lower than nlogn. In fact, this task is not very hard to accomplish. As long as we use 2 n number of match evolution rules to take place the n cycle rules, letting any i-steps cycle be one-step corresponding match, then any sorting list could be sorted in 2n steps. However, this method will sacrifice lots of space and seems to be not practical.
How to use this property
Although in the above we show that this property could serve to solve the sorting problem quickly, there seems to be another important aspect which we didn't cover. In fact, what we mainly care is how to use this property or what kinds of problems could be satisfied with this property. We make an informal conclusion from several experiments that any problem which related to comparison could be solved quickly by using this property. This conclusion is some what not too hard to be proved, since any data comparison could be easily transformed to corresponding parallel data filtering.
Enumeration Property
This property mainly shows that the maximally parallel attribute can be played as the role of an Enumerator. As we know, lots of problems such as problems in NP-Completeness are generally considered as not being capable of giving a deterministic algorithm to solve. Generally, we give a complete search to solve problems in NP-Completeness, which used to be exponential time. These solutions usually implement search operations step by step.
We introduce this property as follows, aiming to show how the maximally parallel attribute serve to improve the complete-search efficiency. In addition, we will present a solution to Hamiltonian Cycle Problem using this property. Finally, we will make an informal conclusion about how to use this property.
Property 2(Enumeration Property):
The maximally parallel implementation in P System can be regarded as a Enumerator, provide efficient enumeration operators in solving search problems.
The enumeration property of P System is like a search tree, where one floor represents a parallel search step. Thus, the search efficiency would be increased in exponential speed. We show how to use this property to solve the Hamiltonian Cycle Problem which is in NP as follows (See Fig.3) .
Fig. 3. P System that solves Sorting Problem
First, we make a presumption that the Hamilton Cycle begins from vertex 1. Then, we begin the computation with these n + 1 number of sub-membranes placed in the skin. Membrane 1, 2, ..., n represent n vertices in the graph while membrane n + 1 is the output membrane of the system. These n vertices membrane represent the enumerations of each vertex. For example, if (1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4) belong to the set E(G), then membrane 1 will have enumeration operations and generate objects as D 2 , D 3 and D 4 . These three objects will be sent out of membrane 1 and reached the skin. At last, they will be separately sent to the corresponding membranes ( 4 arrived at the corresponding membranes, these membranes implemented the same operations as membrane 1 did. Finally, n vertics membranes completed their enumerations. At this moment, there exist M 1 , M 2 , ..., M n in the skin. We should notice that the priority of the rule M 1 M 2 M 3 ...M n →F AILED(in n+1 )δ is lower than the rule above it-namely, if the above rule cannot match, the computation will send F AILED to membrane n+1, which means there isn't a Hamilton Cycle in graph G. Thus we can simply find out that the rule S 1, 2, . .., n, and then the path is sent to the output membrane as the form 1H 1 H 2 ...H n−1 1 to show that the computation is successful. The alphabet δ means that the skin membrane should dissolve into the environment no matter whether the computation is successful or failed. We can see in the running process that the maximally parallel implementation is like an enumerator; each step it enumerates the collected edge corresponding to one vertex, and this process is surely in parallel. Apparently, this system has a polynomial time complexity running time.
How to use this property
This property can also be regarded as a quick enumerator, which could make general exponential search decrease its time complexity to polynomial time. Therefore, any hard problems that could only be use search method to solve are fit for this property. Certainly, different problems must be presented different search way and thereby constructing corresponding P System.
Discussion to this attribute
As you see above, the maximally parallel attribute of P system has a so strong ability and efficiency in solving hard problems, and we can say this model P System has a very efficient computation capacity. However, this attribute is too strong to be practical! We can imagine what result a computation model will lead to if it cannot be or hardly could be realized in real world. Thus I make two discussions for the purpose of seeing if there are some methods to improve this condition.
Discussion 1: The number of objects in one maximally parallel implementation isn't limit. This is an amazing property. Without limit in the number of objects, P System could generate any number of objects in just one step. That is to say, we can easily transform an exponential generation in linear time by using only a simple rule. Just think about the initial configuration with only one f in a membrane and the evolution rule with only f →f f , the system just run step by step as usual, amazingly should we find out that the number of f increases by 1, 2, 4, 8, ..-namely, in exponential increasing speed-and we would also surprisingly find out this generating process is in linear time, apparently. Discussion 2: P System do not specify the running time of one maximally parallel implementation. This is another amazing property in this attribute. P System argued that each maximally parallel implementation has the same running time, which was also considered as an undividable running step. Because of this, we have the above presumption of time complexity in P System. Generally speaking, the action in the living cell is indeed in a very highly parallel mode and even a very huge number of implementations are running at the same time, but in another side, the number is also indeed finite.
We give these two discussions for we just intuitively predict this maximally parallel attribute could be de-strong without any loss of computation universality, and of course this needs some further work on it.
Conclusion
We have made some research on the analysis of the maximally parallel attribute of P System. We have shown that by using this attribute, we can solve some hard problems even in NP-Completeness very efficiently. However, we also give several discussions to this attribute for we think that although this attribute is so computational-efficient, it is not practical and nearly cannot be realized in our common life. Thus, to research whether this attribute would be de-strong without loss of computational universality would be our future work.
